Swiffer®
Dusters – Dusting Sheets and Implements

MAX DUSTING IMPLEMENTS & CLOTH REFILL CARTON
3/1 each & 6/16 sheets

REGULAR IMPLEMENTS & CLOTH REFILL CARTON
3/1 each & 6/32 sheets

SWIFFER DUSTERS & SWIFFER WET
ALSO AVAILABLE

Removes dirt & dust; Doesn’t just move it around:
1. Patented electro-static technology attracts dust, dirt & hair
2. Patented 3-D fiber web traps dust, dirt & hair
3. Dust is removed, not sent airborne

Designed to help improve cleaning productivity:
- Saves time – Less airborne dust, so less frequent dusting needed!
- Minimizes training time – Easy to use
- Fewer products – Can be used on virtually any surface. No need for spray polishes.

Task Areas:
Implement Dusting: Hand Dusting:
Floor areas Furniture
Edges/Borders Desks
High vents Monitors/TVs
High glass/mirrors Tables/counters
Blinds Mini-Blinds